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SALE INFORMATION
Internet/Absentee bIddIng                                          

Real-time bidding for 
the Synergy Wagyu 
sale is available via 
the internet through 

www.liveauctions.tv Live audio and live video will allow 
registered buyers to bid on the animals just as they were 
present at sale day. A buyer account must be created prior 
to the sale. Please visit http://www.liveauctions.tv to create 
an account and request a bidder number. Instructions are 
available to walk you through the account set up process. 
If you cannot attend the sale because of weather, distance 
or business conflicts, please use LiveAuctions.tv. Buyers 
who would like to bid via internet must register with 
LiveAuctions.tv prior to the start of the sale. If you have 
questions, call 208-599-2962.

Herd HeAltH                                                                
•All animals’ genetic condition status is stated within each 
individual lot’s footnotes within this catalog.
•All animals are up to date with vaccinations and general 
herd health. 
•All mature bulls selling in the sale have been tested for 
Trich.
•A veterinarian will be on site to help write any health 
certificates that may be required and/or schedule any 
additional test that may be needed

terms & CondItIons                                             
•All animals sell under the standard Terms & Conditions 
adopted by the American Wagyu Association.
•All sales are final and must be paid before shipment can 
be made or unless arrangements have been made with both 
Synergy Wagyu and JDA, Inc.  
•All attendees wishing to participate in the sale must be 
registered with the sales management and must obtain a 
buyers number.
•Absentee buyers & internet buyer payments can be wired 
to the sale management’s custodial account before cattle 
are released. 
•All lots become the buyer’s risk once purchased. After 
purchase, all costs are the buyer’s responsibility. All costs 
for exporting lots are the buyer’s responsibility.
•Sale management is not responsible for any pregnancy 
guarantees.

supplementAl InformAtIon                                             
Any errors, updates, or changes in information contained 
in this catalog will be announced from the auction block 
and included in a supplement sheet on sale day. Announce-
ments from the block take precedence over the catalog and 
any prior released information.

sAle Order                                                                    
All animals will sell in a specific sale order. This order will 
be available on sale day.

LiveAuctions. TV
Live on the Internet, Live Audio, Video Bidding

Headquarter Hotel & Sale Location
Group Code: JDA

Limerick, Pennsylvania

3  PM

Hampton Inn by Hilton, Limerick- Philadelphia
430 W Linfield-Trappe Road

Royersford PA. 19466
(610) 495-6999

April 7th, 2018

1  PM Meet & Greet

Genetic Opportunity Sale

Complimentry Food & Drink

SALE SCHEDULE
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sHIpment of purCHAses                                       
The recommended hauler is: Lathrop Trucking 847-426-5009
All arrangements and costs involved with shipment is the 
buyer’s responsibility. All animals should be picked up 
promptly after the sale or arrangements must be made with 
the sales management and Synergy Wagyu.

lIAbIlIty                                                                      
All persons attending the sale and related functions do so 
at their own risk. James Danekas & Associates, Inc., its 
employees, all sale representatives and Synergy Wagyu 
representatives assume no liability, legal or otherwise, for 
any accidents, damages, or injuries that may occur.

InspeCtIon of CAttle                                                                
All sale animals will be housed at the farm and available for 
viewing the week of the sale; Thursday and Friday, 4/5 and 
4/6 from 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM, and Saturday, 4/7 from 9:00 AM 
- 1:00 PM at; Stonyrun Farm - 446 Stony Run Rd., Spring City, 
PA 19475. Photos and videos of the offering will be available 
prior to sale day at: www.liveauctions.tv 

lIvestoCk mortAlIty InsurAnCe                                                                
Livestock mortality insurance will be available through the 
sales management on sale day if you wish to insure your 
investment.

C.D. “Butch” Booker            Auctioneer  509-989-2855
Mercedes Danekas-Lohse   JDA, Inc.  916-849-2725
Sherry Danekas                    JDA, Inc.  916-768-1431
Katie Colyer    LiveAuctions.tv  208-599-2962
Rod Wessleman           Wagyu World  509-750-2785
Fred Stivers   Special Assignment 918-691-1789
Grant Whitmer   Pedigrees  801-259-9358

Joe Pettit         Synergy Wagyu  305-923-1730
Loren Ruth   Synergy Wagyu  484-369-9590
George Owen   A.W.A.   722-766-0644

If you have any questions, need assistance during the 
sale, or if you need anything pertaining to this sale, 

please contact one of the listed staff/representatives.

Sale Staff & RepReSentativeS

Complimentry Food & Drink

We are excited to welcome you to Pennsylvania for 
the Synergy Wagyu Genetic Opportunity Sale. 

This sale is the culmination of the goals and purpose 
of forming Synergy Wagyu, LLC. A number of years 
ago we realized we would be able to accomplish more 
by joining forces rather than growing as individual 
breeders, thus the name Synergy Wagyu. We pooled 
our resources and passion for Wagyu with the purpose 
of developing an elite level of genetics in the Synergy 
herd. A specific goal was to identify and breed from the 
maternal lines within the breed that had a prepotency 
for transmitting their genetics to their progeny. The 
Suzutanis, Hikokuras, Okutanis, and Yurikos are a 
few of the maternal lines that sorted themselves to 
the forefront in the US and in Australia and were 
incorporated into our breeding program. As a signal that these genetics work, there has been 
global demand for genetics from the Synergy herd which has led to the export of hundreds 
of embryos. This sale provides breeders the chance to tap into these valuable maternal lines. 
The cattle selling have pedigrees that run deep and represent the culmination of what we 
set out to accomplish. Study the catalog carefully and you will find fantastic opportunities 
to purchase females that can be bred for a variety of breeding goals, whether that be to 
produce genetics for terminal carcass production or produce genetics for building a herd of 
tremendous brood cows. We are excited with the progress that has been made within the 
Synergy herd and are pleased to be able to make this offering of genetics available through 
this sale. We appreciate your interest in the sale offerings and wish success to all of the 
buyers of the cattle. Remember, elite genetics don’t cost money – they produce money and 
are a wise investment in your future!

Thank You!
Joe Pettit, Loren Ruth & Mitchell Ruth
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James Danekas & Associates, Inc.
Woodland, California

O 530-668-1224
C 916-849-2725

This is a very exciting group of genetics to be working with. The bloodlines represented in this 
offering include generations of the best that the breed has to offer. These types of pedigrees 
are what create a solid foundation; the genetic base that a program blooms from. These very 

genetics are what have excelled the Synergy Wagyu program to success and are found in many of the 
very sought after genetics sold throughout the country. If you are just starting out, this is the source 
for the base genetics and if you are currently breeding Wagyu, this is the time to incorporate genetics 
to improve your program. Take advantage of this opportunity as these proven pedigrees are rare and in 
some cases impossible to find.  

We look forward to seeing you on April 7th. The JDA team will be at the sale location starting  
on April 3rd. If you have any questions or if we can assist you in any way, please contact us at 
any time. Thank you for your interest in the Synergy Wagyu program and the Wagyu breed.

All the Best,

Mercedes Danekas-Lohse

Sale Managed By

SyneRgy

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

Today Synergy maintains facilities in both Pennsylvania and Kentucky, dedicated to the 
proliferation of only the finest genetic seedstock in the breed. In our search for access to 
the best genetics in the Wagyu breed, we have found it necessary to expand our operations 

“accross the pond” and now maintain a herd of select donors of both Red and Black Wagyu in 
Australia. The ability to access genetics on both sides of the world allow us to offer full blood 
animals with unmatched genertic merit.

Synergy Wagyu began with a common passion for breeding cattle and working with elite 
genetics, and emerged from the consolidation of Stonyrun Genetics and Kentucky Stud. 
This merger brought together well over a century of livestock breeding history. We have 

purposefully sought out elite Wagyu genetics with the primary consideration given to our 
genetic portfolio being the identification of superior maternal lines that produce outstanding 
results on a consistent basis.
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Wagyu

Wagyu refers to all Japanese beef cattle (‘Wa’ means Japanese or Japanese-style and 
‘gyu’ means cattle). These cattle are so highly prized that Japan has declared them 
a national treasure, and no longer permits the export of Wagyu from the country as 

live cattle. Fortunately, in the 1990s, prior to this declaration, nearly 200 head of Wagyu cattle 
were imported to the United States. We have put our extensive knowledge, experience and 
connections into action and invested in the most elite genetics bred from the small number of 
Wagyu cattle imported to the United States.

Nothing compares to the incredible taste and tenderness of Wagyu beef. In fact, while 
only three percent of all beef is classified as Prime, a full 90 percent of Wagyu beef is 
classified as Prime. In addition Wagyu doesn’t just taste better than other beef, it’s also 

healthier. That’s because Wagyu beef contains less saturated fat, and higher concentrations 
of Omega 3 and Omega 6 fatty acids. These Omegas are essential for the normal functioning 
and development of the body’s organs and systems.

e.t.

Thus we desire to move forward with an intensive embryo transfer program to develop 
the elite and rare genetics we have worked to acquire and have based in both the USA 
and abroad. Through this program Synergy Wagyu will develop our own herd of superior 

full-blood Wagyu cattle. While marketing embryos, semen, heifers, and bulls to the developing 
U.S. Wagyu beef production industry and those in the conventional industry seeking ways to 
increase profits and improve meat quality.

SCd

The majority of the offering have been tested for the SCD Enzyme. This test is designed 
to assist in the selection of cattle that show a genotype that produces a superior fat 
composition.

Stearoyl CA desaturase (SCD) is the enzyme which changes stearic acid into oleic acid. 
The fat of cattle is composed of 6 main fatty acids. Within these fatty acids one of 
the saturated fatty acids is stearic acid. Stearic acid makes deposited fat harder and 

increases the melting point. Conversely oleic acid makes the fat soft with a low melting point. 
Olive oil is an example of a product that has abundant oleic acid.

There is an opinion in the Japanese market that the percentage of beef that is “not 
delicious” has increased recently even though marbling has been abundant. Fat of a 
high melting point is not as palatable to the Japanese consumer as the low melting 

point fats that have been traditionally associated with Wagyu beef. There are several different 
DNA sequences of the SCD gene in Japanese Black cattle. These are categorized into 2 groups, 
A & V. Some Japanese Black cattle carry a special mutation that changes the corresponding 
amino acid from Valine (V) to Alanine (A) which has a significant relationship to the melting 
point of fat. Alanine type has a lower melting point than valine type. Therefore the preferred 
type is AA. By using the SCD gene we can select the cattle which can deposit a soft and oleic 
acid rich fat that is delicious and healthy. 
Dr. Tadayoshi Mitsuhashi - Head
Lab. of Animal Gene Function
Dept. of Physiology & Genetic Regulation
National Institute of Agrobiological Sciences
http://wagyu.org/uploads/page/EXON%205%20and%20SCH%20tests%20for%20Japanese%20Black%20Cattle(2).pdf
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The Sire Reference Guide on the following page comes from Australia’s Breedplan and 
highlights the Synergy Wagyu breeding philosophy from the sire side of the mating 
equation. As mentioned in the welcome letter we started with a female base founded 

on specific maternal lines. To minimize risk and maximize potential in the breeding program 
we have bred from a group of sires with a high level of reliability with the objective of achieving 
predictable results whether that be for carcass traits or for size and growth. The parameters 
for the Breedplan EBV list displayed here are a minimum reliability of 80% for  economically 
important traits such as 200 day weight, retail beef yield, rib eye size, and marbling. The sires 
are ranked by Terminal Carcass Index, however individual traits are shown as well enabling 
you to see sires with strengths in growth and maternal traits. The list is relatively short when 
working with such highly reliable sires. The bulls with highlighted names appear often in 
the pedigrees of the cattle in the catalog, either as sires or directly as sires in the maternal 
lines. TWA Shikikan is also highlighted because he is a son of Suzutani and the full brother 
to Suzutaka 2 who is the dam and granddam of several of the sale. The #1 bull on this list, 
Itoshigenami TF 148, has 4 daughters selling in the sale. The #2 bull on the list, Michifuku, 
has 4 daughters selling and is the main service sire for the pregnant cattle selling. Imagine the 
genetic progress that you will make in just one generation when those calves are born!

BReeding philoSophy

tendeRneSS

Igenity profile Tenderness is a DNA genetic marker panel test comprised of three markers 
(UoGCAST1, Calpain 4751 and Calpain 316). An increase in “tenderness” is associated 
with substituting a “C” allele at calpastatin (UoGCAST1) and a “C” allele at both μ-calpain 

loci (Calpain 4751 and Calpain 316). The following table shows the decrease in “toughness” 
(Warner-Bratzler Shear Force, lb) for each of the possible genotypes contrasted to the least 
tender genotype (i.e. UoG-Cast1 “GG”, Capn4751 “TT”, Capn316 “GG”) calculated from a 
combined analysis of 1209 cattle from four sample populations (Brangus, Charolais x Angus 
cross, Red Angus and Brahman) used in the validation study. Much of the offering has been 
tested for Tenderness. http://www.nbcec.org/validation/igenity/tenderness.html#summary

An animal’s breeding value is its genetic merit, half of which will be passed on to its 
progeny. While we will never know the exact breeding value, for performance traits it is 
possible to make good estimates. These are called Estimated Breeding Values (EBVs). 

The EBV is therefore the best estimate of an animal’s genetic merit for that trait. EBVs are 
expressed as the difference between an individual animal’s genetics and the genetic base to 
which the animal is compared.

eBvS
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Gestation Birth 200 400 600 Mat Milk Scrotal Carcase Eye Rib Rump Retail Marble Marble Terminal
Length Wt Day Day Day Cow (kg) Size Wt Muscle Fat Fat Beef Score Fineness Carcase
(days) (kg) Wt Wt Wt Wt (cm) (kg) Area (mm) (mm) Yield (%) Index

(kg) (kg) (kg) (kg) (sq cm) (%)
0.9 -1.2 1 -3 -8 -20 -8 -1.4 -4 -0.4 2 1.4 -1 1.6 0.18

97% 99% 98% 98% 98% 97% 98% 97% 98% 97% 96% 97% 95% 97% 95%

1.2 0.7 3 2 0 0 -14 -2.8 -3 6.5 0 0.1 1.1 1.4 0.55

97% 99% 98% 98% 98% 97% 98% 97% 98% 97% 96% 97% 95% 98% 95%

-1.8 1.3 8 15 16 25 8 1.5 31 -4.4 1.2 1.8 -2.3 0.7 -0.14

95% 98% 97% 97% 97% 93% 94% 90% 95% 92% 90% 93% 87% 94% 90%

-1.4 0.1 10 22 30 34 7 1.3 32 -0.6 0.2 0.8 -1.2 0.6 0.27

91% 97% 97% 97% 97% 95% 96% 87% 96% 93% 91% 95% 88% 95% 87%

-2.4 -1.5 1 0 -2 -6 -2 -1 -5 2.1 -2.1 -3.7 1.3 1.2 0.49

98% 99% 99% 99% 99% 98% 98% 98% 98% 97% 98% 98% 97% 96% 92%

1.7 1.7 10 20 27 38 11 0.7 27 -6.4 3.3 3.5 -2.8 0.5 0.07

91% 97% 95% 96% 94% 89% 93% 73% 94% 89% 86% 90% 82% 93% 89%

-0.6 -2.1 -6 -14 -21 -12 -17 -3.4 -25 2.4 0.3 -0.3 0.6 1.5 0.44

95% 96% 96% 97% 96% 94% 96% 91% 93% 86% 88% 90% 83% 85% 74%

0.2 -0.2 2 1 2 7 -5 -0.1 -18 0.7 -1.8 -3.8 1 1.3 0.14

92% 96% 96% 96% 96% 92% 94% 84% 94% 88% 88% 91% 84% 91% 83%

4.5 4.9 28 39 51 58 8 1.8 33 -1.1 -0.4 -2.3 1.3 0.1 0.23

97% 99% 98% 98% 98% 97% 98% 97% 97% 96% 97% 97% 95% 95% 89%

0.9 3.4 19 24 36 36 11 -0.2 16 -0.1 -1.3 -2.7 0.8 0.3 0.07

86% 90% 94% 95% 94% 86% 92% 66% 95% 92% 87% 94% 84% 95% 85%

3.3 2.9 13 24 34 46 6 0.7 36 -2 -0.8 -0.5 -0.2 -0.1 -0.18

88% 95% 94% 94% 94% 90% 91% 74% 92% 84% 84% 86% 80% 84% 76%

1.3 -3.4 -9 -11 -17 -22 -9 -1.1 -5 3.6 1.3 2.3 -0.6 0.6 0.14

91% 97% 96% 96% 93% 86% 86% 91% 94% 90% 87% 91% 82% 92% 90%

-0.9 1.4 10 19 27 37 7 0.5 15 1.6 0 2.1 -0.4 0.2 0.5

92% 98% 97% 97% 97% 95% 96% 92% 96% 95% 93% 95% 91% 95% 92%

1.3 -0.1 -1 -4 -7 -17 -16 -2.1 -16 9 -2.3 -3.2 3.6 0.8 0.05

82% 94% 92% 93% 92% 87% 85% 71% 95% 94% 87% 94% 85% 96% 95%

-1 -2.8 -7 -12 -20 -43 8 -2.9 -9 0.3 1.8 5.7 -2.6 0.5 0.25

93% 97% 96% 97% 96% 94% 95% 86% 96% 94% 92% 95% 90% 96% 92%

-1.3 1.3 18 24 35 36 3 -0.4 18 2.4 -0.9 -0.6 0.5 -0.1 -0.05

90% 96% 96% 96% 96% 92% 95% 92% 95% 92% 91% 93% 88% 92% 85%

-1.9 -1.7 -3 -5 -7 -17 -3 -1 -11 2.7 -1 -0.3 0.3 0.4 -0.02

84% 94% 93% 93% 93% 90% 92% 77% 93% 88% 87% 90% 84% 91% 85%

-3.6 -0.2 16 32 41 41 5 1.7 33 2.4 1.6 4.3 -1 -0.5 -0.11

93% 97% 97% 97% 96% 94% 95% 91% 95% 92% 91% 93% 88% 93% 80%

0.4 3.3 19 33 44 66 9 0.5 28 -7.6 -0.5 1.8 -2.1 -0.8 -0.41

95% 98% 98% 98% 98% 96% 98% 91% 98% 97% 95% 97% 93% 98% 96%

-0.5 3.5 21 35 47 26 15 4.2 13 5.7 0.9 0.6 2.5 -0.8 0.24

96% 98% 98% 98% 98% 97% 98% 96% 96% 92% 95% 95% 92% 89% 77%

-1.9 -3.2 -11 -22 -26 -49 -1 -3 -29 -0.9 1 1.9 -1.4 -0.4 -0.18

92% 98% 97% 97% 97% 95% 97% 92% 96% 93% 93% 95% 91% 94% 89%

-0.3 3.7 14 28 35 42 4 0.4 13 0.8 -2.2 -2.9 2 -1.4 -0.34

75% 90% 91% 93% 92% 87% 89% 73% 93% 89% 87% 91% 84% 93% 85%

-0.9 -0.4 4 8 9 7 -4 -0.6 -3 2.6 -3.2 -4.9 2.7 -1.4 -0.29

70% 84% 89% 91% 91% 87% 91% 60% 93% 89% 86% 91% 84% 92% 80%

0 0 7 1 -2 -16 -3 -1.3 -6 -0.5 -0.2 -0.1 0.3 -1.5 -0.51

80% 93% 93% 93% 93% 90% 92% 77% 92% 86% 86% 89% 82% 88% 77%

Breed Avg. EBVs for 2016 
Born Calves

0.1 0.9 10 15 19 19 1 0 12 0.7 0.2 0.3 -0.1 0.4 0.13 143

Name/ID

ITOSHIGENAMI (IMP USA)  $319

WORLD K'S MICHIFUKU $282

TF ITOHANA 2 (IMP USA) $282

TF TERUTANI 40/1 (IMP USA) 
(AI) (ET)  

$267

KITATERUYASUDOI J2810 
HONGEN (IMP JAP) 

$228

TF ITOMICHI 1/2 (IMP USA) $222

OVERFLOW KATSUMI (IMP 
USA) (ET) 

$198

TWA SHIKIKAN (IMP USA) 
(ET) 

$193

HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351 
HONGEN (IMP JAP)  

$162

WESTHOLME SEKIDOI (IMP 
USA) (AI) (ET) 

$134

TF KIKUHANA (IMP USA) $132

WORLD K'S YASUFUKU JR 
(FB5061) 

$106

ITOZURUDOI TF151 (IMP 
USA) 

$105

WORLD K'S SANJIROU (AI) 
(ET) 

$99

$64

TWA ICHIRYUNO (IMP USA) 
(ET) 

$56

TERUTANI J2494 TF40 (IMP 
JAP) 

$38

KIKUYASU 400 (IMP JAP) ($339)

January 2018 Wagyu GROUP BREEDPLAN

KIKUTERUSHIGE (IMP USA) ($205)

TF YUKIHARUNAMI 4 (IMP 
USA) 

($244)

MOYHU F Y102 (AI) (ET) ($307)

WORLD K'S HARUKI 2 
(FB1614) 

$31

ITOSHIGEFUJI (IMP USA) ($53)

ITOMORITAKA J2703 
HONGEN (IMP JAP) 

($114)

FUKUTSURU J068 (IMP JAP) 

RefeRenCe SiReS
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okutani MateRnal line

Okutani was one of three outstanding heifers imported together from Japan in 1993 (the other two were Suzutani and 
Rikitani). The sire of Okutani was Okushige, who along with his two full brothers (Namimune and Shigmune) amazingly 
all ranked #1 in Japan for BMS. Namimune was #1 in 1988, Okushige was #1 in 1990, and Shigmune was #1 in 1995. 

Okutani’s maternal grand dam, Itofuji 9, was sired by the immortal sire, Dai 7 Itozakura. Okutani’s powerful genetic foundation 
makes it no surprise that her descendents have influenced the Wagyu breed in both the US and Australia. Mating Okutani to 
Haruki II produced AI progeny proven sons Beijiro and Genjiro. Beijiro semen has been proven to be difficult to find and is 
expensive because of demand. Genjiro is a high ranking bull on the Carcass Selection Index in Australia. 

A full sister to Genjiro and Bejiro is Fujiko. The recipient cow carrying Fujiko as an embryo sold for $50,000. Fujuiko has 
since proven her worth by being an elite foundation cow in the Wagyu breed. The rights to simply clone her sold for 
$26,000 at the Texas Wagyu Association’s “Steaks Are High Sale”.  Her genetics and offspring have been invaluable 

in breeding programs such as Kay Ranch, Sutton Creek, and Dow Ranches. Genetics from this maternal line have been 
influential in breeding programs in the US and Australia and are now reaching into the EU and South Africa. We offer several 
opportunities for breeders to tap into this Okutani maternal line in the Synergy sale.

World K’s oKutani
01/05/1992 FB1616    Fullblood Cow     Tattoo: 1018    

         SHIGEKANENAMI SHIGESHIGENAMI 10632 ...................................         SHIGEMITSUOKUSHIGE 1803          #3 FUKUTOKU 10877OKUMUNE 165585 ...............................................         JAPANESE COW (BLACK)
         YASUTANI DOIKIKUTANI 908  ........................................................         JAPANESE COW (BLACK)FUJITANI 655405          DAI 7 ITOZAKURAITOFUJI 9 410738 ..................................................         JAPANESE COW (BLACK)

SARA P
08/10/2007 FB7637     Female    Tattoo: HW 29T   Horned

         TAKAEI 1412 WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURA .................................         DAI NI SAKURA 7CHR TAKAZAKURA 101L          TF KIKUHANACHR KIKUHANAHIME ..........................................         TF HIKOHIME 3/2
         ITOHIRASHIGEITOMORITAKA J2703  ..........................................         DAI 6 OEFUJII J565554-KURO KOHSARASON          WORLD K’S MICHIFUKUUTSUKUSHII ............................................................         FUJIKO

Sara P is truly a special cow! She is a 
massive individual with great pheno-

type and is also a genetic powerhouse. 
She carries a tremendous frame with 
huge capacity. Genetically, she continues 
the awesome genetic line of the highly 
influential Okutani. Sara P’s pedigree 
traces back to Okutani in a direct mater-
nal line, including the breed leading and 
influential sires Itomoritaka (huge rib eye 
area, great growth and milk), Michifuku 
(elite marbing and rib eye sire), and 
Haruki II (growth and rib eyes). Her own 
sire, CHR Takazakura 101L, has proven to 
be a popular and successful sire com-
ing from the Crescent Harbor breeding 
program. 101L is from a mating of World 
K’s carcass sire, Takazakura, and a 
tremendous Kikuhana daughter from the  
Hikokura line from Takeda Farms.

Sara P has been a successful donor cow with numerous progeny in the US and South Africa. Embryos have been export-
ed to Europe and South Africa with offspring in South Africa being in high demand. Sara P offers the rare opportunity to 

own a piece of Wagyu history (her 4th dam, Fujiko sold for $50,000 as a pregnancy and was the first Wagyu born in the US) 
and also build the future of an elite line with tremendous performance and marketability. To top it off she sells pregnant to 
Michifuku! Imagine the value of the resulting calf!

• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 11/29/17 to MichiFuku (FB1615) due 9/7/18

Lot
1

GenjiRo
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World K’s oKutani

SYneRGY SAnj SARA
04/13/2015 FB21533     Female    Tattoo: 25   Horned

         MONJIRO 11550 WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU .....................................         MICHIKO 655635WORLD K’S SANJIROU          TANISHIGE 1526WORLD K’S SUZUTANI ........................................         SUZUNAMI 472255
         WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURACHR TAKAZAKURA 101L  ...................................         CHR KIKUHANAHIMESARA P          ITOMORITAKA J2703SARASON .................................................................         UTSUKUSHII

sCd: vA tenderness: 4
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• sells open - calved on 12/24/17 -  ready to Breed or Flush

Sanj Sara continues to build on the 
foundation of her dam, Sara P. Sanj 

Sara takes the Okutani genetics to the 
next level through the influence of her 
super carcass sire, Sanjirou. San-
jirou boasts incredible carcass traits 
with huge rib eye area and excellent 
marbling. He has proven his carcass 
influence with leading carcass traits in 
the US and Australia. With Sanjirou as 
her sire, Sanj Sara pulls the Suzutani 
line into her powerful pedigree. Sanj 
Sara exhibits a large frame already as 
a young cow and we can only imagine 
how formidable she will look when she 
matures! She has a tremendous future 
ahead of her. She can be bred to any of 
the Tajima carcass sires and still provide 
much needed size and growth. Her ge-
netics will be in demand for a long time. 

Having calved in December, she is ready to take home and put right into a flush program to begin her return on investment 
for her new owner!

SYn SYneRGY GALAXY SARA 39D 
05/10/2016 FB27318     Female    Tattoo: 39DSYN   Horned

         HEART BRAND RED STAR KALANGA RED STAR ............................................         KALANGA HIKAHOMARE VW36VBV ROA RED GALAXY          SHIGEMARUUKB MS SHIGEMARU 803 ..................................         JVP MS HOMARE HIKARI
         WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURACHR TAKAZAKURA 101L  ...................................         CHR KIKUHANAHIMESARA P          ITOMORITAKA J2703SARASON .................................................................         UTSUKUSHII

sCd: vA tenderness: 4
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 1/1/18 to red eMperor (FB14999) due: 10/10/18

Galaxy Sara provides breeders with a unique opportunity. Her maternal line is the spectacular Okutanis, while her sire, 
Red Galaxy, introduces the Akaushi (red) element. Galaxy Sara jumps out at you with her extremely thick phenotype 

showing her great potential for accelerated growth. She will provide many breeding options in that with her powerful frame 
and body depth she can be bred to top carcass sires, or she can be bred to Akaushi sires to continue to transition the Oku-
tani line into the Akaushi strains. 75 percent of her progeny will be red when she is bred to Akaushi bulls. She is pregnant to 
Red Emperor, so imagine the huge potential of the resulting calf.

SYneRGY CHR5 SARA 60e et 
05/17/2017 U32300/Pending     Female    Tattoo: SYN 60E   Horned

         WORLD K’S HARUKI 2 WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI ..........................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANICHR SHIGESHIGETANI 5          WORLD K’S SANJIROUCHR MS SANJIROU 185R....................................         CHR MS KIKUMICHI 028
         WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURACHR TAKAZAKURA 101L  ...................................         CHR KIKUHANAHIMESARA P          ITOMORITAKA J2703SARASON .................................................................         UTSUKUSHII

scd: n/a tenderness: n/a - will be available sale day
• Black
• known deFects/pending
• sells open 

Sara 60E is a young heifer with an exciting pedigree and bright future ahead of her. Her sire, CHR Shigheshigetani 5, is 
an elite carcass sire who has seen international demand. He ranks #8 in the US for Marbling and #11 in the US for Rib 

Eye Area with a very positive rating for Hot Carcass Weight. Combining this high performing sire with her dam, Sara P, puts 
Sara 60E in the favorable position to inherit both excellent carcass qualities and superior growth traits. Her pedigree will 
provide for many breeding options. Don’t miss out on this opportunity to get into the Okutani family!

Lot
2
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Suzutani MateRnal line

Where does one begin and end with regards to talking about the Queen of the Breed, Suzutani. Suzutani was a direct 
import from Japan along with Okutani and Rikitani. She has gone on to establish herself as the most genetically 
influential cow of the Wagyu breed outside of Japan. She has produced breed leading sires in both the US and 

Australia. This long list includes sires such as Sanjirou, Shigeshigetani, Kanadagene 100, TWA Shikikan, and the new US 
carcass trait leader, Sanjiro 3. Both the US and Australian sire summaries are dotted with her grandsons and great grandsons. 
Three sires on Australia’s Breed Object list ranked for Terminal Carcass Index are descended on the maternal side from 
Suzutani. Suzutani has put a powerful stamp of quality carcass traits into her offspring, particularly with extensive marbling 
and huge rib eye area. Because of this, feedlot operators in Australia specifically seek Suzutani influenced cattle.

If breeders are looking to capitalize on the specific trait of marbling that is unique to Wagyu, then you need to be pursuing 
Suzutani genetics. This sale presents exceptional opportunities to acquire these genetics. An incredible 3 maternal 
granddaughters of Suzutani are selling!

BPF MS MiCH 109
05/25/2007 FB8101     Female    Tattoo: 109   Horned

         YASUMI DOI MONJIRO 11550 ....................................................         HARUMI 1086409WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU          TANISHIGE 1526MICHIKO 655635 ...................................................         MICHIFUKU 494290
         TAKAEI 1412WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURA  ................................         DAI NI SAKURA 7SUZUTAKA 2          TANISHIGE 1526WORLD K’S SUZUTANI ........................................         SUZUNAMI 472255

• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 11/18/17 to Bar r shigeshigetani 30t (FB8177) due: 8/27/18

World K’s suZutani
12/18/1991 FB1617     Fullblood Cow     Tattoo: 976   

         YASUMI DOI YASUTANI DOI........................................................         ITSUHIMETANISHIGE 1526          YASUCHIYO DOI 10327TETSUSHIGE 5 101117 ........................................         JAPANESE COW (BLACK)
         SHIGEKANENAMISHIGESHIGENAMI 10632  ..................................         SHIGEMITSUSUZUNAMI 472255          YASUCHIYO DOI 10327ITOFUJI 9 410738 ..................................................         JAPANESE COW (BLACK)

Ms Mich is an extremely spe-
cial cow in that she boasts a 

pedigree of Michifuku x Takazakura 
x Suzutani. She is bred for carcass 
quality! Her dam, Suzutaka 2 is a full 
sister to the top Australian carcass 
bull, TWA Shikikan, and is a ma-
ternal sister to US and Australian 
carcass trait leaders such as San-
jirou, Shigeshigetani, Kanadagene 
100, and the new US leader, Sanjiro 
3. Suzutani progeny and descen-
dents have shown a tremendous 
prepotency for fantastic marbling 
and huge rib eye area. Ms Mich’s 
sire is Michifuku who is considered 
by many as the best carcass bull 
to have been imported from Japan. 
Combine that and it doesn’t get any better than the genetic package that is presented in Ms Mich. She has 
had embryos exported to Europe and South Africa with her genetics being in great demand. There are very few 
opportunities to ever buy a maternal granddaughter of the incomparable Suzutani, and here is one of the very 
best. Ms Mich sells pregnant to the breed leading sire, Bar R Shigeshigetani 30T providing an unbelievable op-
portunity to the successful bidder!

Lot
5
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• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 1/17/18 to synergy shigeto 23 (FB21535) due: 10/26/18

Sanjirou 313 provides another 
rare opportunity to seize a 

maternal granddaughter of Su-
zutani. She is linebred Suzutani 
with Suzutani appearing in her 
pedigree as her maternal grand-
dam and also as her paternal 
granddam. This will undoubt-
edly concentrate the prepotent 
carcass qualities of Suzutani 
into the genetic package rep-
resented in Sanjirou 313. Her 
sire, Sanjirou, brings huge rib 
eyes and her dam, Suzutaka 
2, brings exceptional marbling 
through her sire, Takazakura. 

Suzutaka 2 boasts sires  such as Shigeshigetani, Shikikan, Kanadagene 100, and Sanjirou as her ma-
ternal brothers! Sanjirou 313 has had embryos exported and has a son that has made great carcasses 
for the Primeline program in Texas. Her 
full brother is BPF Mr San 4 who has 
had semen exported and has been a top 
seller for Origen. What a great founda-
tion cow to build a herd upon!

Lot
6

CHR MS SAnjiRoU 313 
01/05/2008 FB8717     Female    Tattoo: 313   Horned

         MONJIRO 11550 WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU .....................................         MICHIKO 655635WORLD K’S SANJIROU          TANISHIGE 1526WORLD K’S SUZUTANI ........................................         SUZUNAMI 472255
         TAKAEI 1412WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURA  ................................         DAI NI SAKURA 7SUZUTAKA 2          TANISHIGE 1526WORLD K’S SUZUTANI ........................................         SUZUNAMI 472255

BPF MR SAn 4
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• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 10/10/17 to synergy shigeto 23 (FB21535) due: 7/19/18

Suzito is certainly one of the 
most valuable females to 

ever sell at public auction! She 
is the perfect combination of 
both rare and elite genetics. She 
is rare in that not only is she a 
daughter of TF 151, but she is the 
only tested recessive-free TF 151 
daughter of the awesome brood 
cow Suzutaka 2. She is a geneti-
cally elite cow, as her sire, TF 151 
Itozuru Doi, is considered to be 
the most complete sire of the 
Wagyu breed by providing a won-
derful balance of carcass quality 
and growth, while her dam, Su-
zutaka 2, is a maternal sister to Wagyu breed greats such as Sanjirou, Shigeshigetani, Shikikan, and 
Kanadagene. Suzito has had embryos exported to Europe and South Africa. Her full brother, Stonyrun 
ID 151 Ichiro 1, has had semen exported 
and is marketed by Origen. Ichiro’s 
first F1 carcasses have been impres-
sive. Suzito sells pregnant to her own 
Shigeshigetani son who is AA/7. Imag-
ine the limitless breeding opportunities 
that Suzito will offer!

Lot
7

StonYRUn iD 151 SUZito 3
04/22/2008 FB11844     Female    Tattoo: A3   Horned

         DAI 7 ITOZAKURA ITOKITATSURU .......................................................         NISHIZURUITOZURU DOI          YASUMI DOIYASUHIME ...............................................................         FUJIHIME
         TAKAEI 1412WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURA  ................................         DAI NI SAKURA 7SUZUTAKA 2          TANISHIGE 1526WORLD K’S SUZUTANI ........................................         SUZUNAMI 472255

iCHiRo 1
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• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 10/10/17 to synergy shigeto 23 (FB21535) due: 7/19/18

scd: aa tenderness: 7
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• sells open

Shig Suzito is another great individual representing the Suzutani line. She is already special with Suzito as her dam. 
Building upon that she is also double bred to Suzutani with Shigeshigetani as her sire. Not much more needs to be said! 

As a bonus she is SCD AA and Tenderness 7! We expect her to mature into a great cow. 

SYn SYneRGY 148 SUZU 50e et 
07/12/2017 U32089/Pending       Female    Tattoo: SYN 50E   Horned

         SHIGEKANENAMI SHIGESHIGENAMI 10632 ...................................         SHIGEMITSUITOSHIGENAMI          FUKUMASAFUKUYUKI ................................................................         YUKIZAKURA
         WORLD K’S HARUKI 2WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI  .........................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANISYNERGY SHIG SUZITO          ITOZURU DOISTONYRUN ID 151 SUZITO 3 ............................         SUZUTAKA 2

scd: va tenderness: 7
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• sells open

Suzu 50E is an elite genetic package with an unlimited horizon in front of her. She has an extremely deep pedigree filled 
with top proven bulls and the power of Suzutani stretching out behind her. Her sire is TF 148 Itoshigenami. TF 148 has 

proven himself to be one the elite carcass Wagyu bulls. He is the sire of the astounding Australian bull Mayura Itoshige-
nami Junior, while holding his own place as one of the highest ranking Terminal Carcass Index bulls. The possibilities with 
this heifer are limitless. Build your own breed leading herd with Suzu 50E!

If you were trying to build the perfect 
pedigree Suzi 158D would fit the bill 

as the heifer you would want to cre-
ate. Her sire is arguably the greatest 
carcass bull to have come from Japan 
and her maternal great granddam is 
none other than Queen of the Breed, 
Suzutani! In between them are some 
sensational cows and bulls. Her dam 
is the tremendous Suzito, who is sired 
by the legendary TF 151 Itozuru Doi. 
Her granddam is the equally famous 
Suzutaka 2, who is sired by the carcass 
bull Takazakura. The track record for 
this cow family is unparalleled hav-
ing produced breed greats Sanjirou, 
Shigeshigetani, Kanadagene, and 
Shikikan. Suzi 158D comes with two 
huge bonuses. She is pregnant to the 

high ranking Australian sire, Echigo Farms Maifuku (an 003 son) and is SCD AA with Tenderness 8. Imagine the possibilities 
with her!

Lot
10

SYn SYneRGY MiCH SUZi 158D 
05/01/2016 FB27326     Female    Tattoo: 158DSYN   Horned

         YASUMI DOI MONJIRO 11550 ....................................................         HARUMI 1086409WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU          TANISHIGE 1526MICHIKO 655635 ...................................................         MICHIFUKU 494290
         ITOKITATSURUITOZURU DOI  ........................................................         YASUHIMESTONYRUN ID 151 SUZITO 3          WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURASUZUTAKA 2 ...........................................................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANI

scd: aa tenderness: 8
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 11/11/17 to MiaFuku (FB13450) due: 8/20/18

SYneRGY SHiG SUZito
04/14/2015 FB21531     Female    Tattoo: 26   Horned

         MONJIRO 11550 WORLD K’S HARUKI 2 .........................................         SAKURA 2 741638WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI          TANISHIGE 1526WORLD K’S SUZUTANI ........................................         SUZUNAMI 472255
         ITOKITATSURUITOZURU DOI  ........................................................         YASUHIMESTONYRUN ID 151 SUZITO 3          WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURASUZUTAKA 2 ...........................................................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANI
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SYn SYneRGY 148 SUZi 45e et 
07/12/2017 U32087/Pending       Female    Tattoo: SYN 45E   Horned

         SHIGEKANENAMI SHIGESHIGENAMI 10632 ...................................         SHIGEMITSUITOSHIGENAMI          FUKUMASAFUKUYUKI ................................................................         YUKIZAKURA
         ITOKITATSURUITOZURU DOI  ........................................................         YASUHIMESTONYRUN ID 151 SUZITO 3          WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURASUZUTAKA 2 ...........................................................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANI

scd: va tenderness: 8
• Black
• F11c But Free oF all other known deFects
• sells open

Suzi 45E doesn’t need to stand in the shadows of either of her older maternal sisters! With a pedigree of TF 148 Itoshige-
nami x TF 151 Itozuru Doi x Takazakura x Suzutani she shines brightly on her own. Her sire and maternal grandsire are 

the 2 premier sires from Takeda Farms breeding. TF 148 is an acknowledged carcass leader of the breed and TF 151 is the 
acknowledged all around trait supersire. Try to find this sire combination in a Suzutani pedigree anywhere else! Think of the 
genetic power of combining the best Takeda sires with Suzutani blood. It is a breeders dream. This heifer has a long career 
ahead of her. Don’t miss it!

SYn SYneRGY 148 SUZi 49e et 
07/12/2017 U32086/Pending       Female    Tattoo: SYN 49E   Horned

         SHIGEKANENAMI SHIGESHIGENAMI 10632 ...................................         SHIGEMITSUITOSHIGENAMI          FUKUMASAFUKUYUKI ................................................................         YUKIZAKURA
         ITOKITATSURUITOZURU DOI  ........................................................         YASUHIMESTONYRUN ID 151 SUZITO 3          WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURASUZUTAKA 2 ...........................................................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANI

scd: vv tenderness: 5
• Black
• F11c But Free oF all other known deFects
• sells open

Kikumich 2186 is arguably one of 
the most valuable Wagyu females 

outside of Japan. She is a powerful cow 
phenotypically and genetically. Her di-
rect maternal line goes back 4 genera-
tions to the full sister of Shigeshigetani, 
and then to the Queen of the Breed 
herself, Suzutani. Kikumich 2186 has 
an unmatched sire pathway of proven, 
popular bulls that reads like a “Who’s 
Who” of the Wagyu breed: Kikuyasu 
400 x Michifuku x Fukutsuru 068 x Taka-
zakura x Haruki II x Suzutani. JVP Ki-
kuyasu 400 semen has been in demand 
and selling for high prices. Here is a 
rare opportunity to acquire a Kikuyasu 
daughter who also happens to be one 
of the genetic masterpieces of the 
Wagyu breed and is SCD AA. There is 
demand for her genetics internationally 
with embryos having been exported. 
She will take your breeding program to 
the next level.

Lot
13

RSC KiKUMiCH 2186 
03/07/2009 FB14587     Female    Tattoo: 2186   Horned

         KIKUNORI DOI 9285 KIKUYASU DOI 575 ...............................................         MURAYOSHI 74233JVP KIKUYASU-400          KIKUTERU DOIFUKUYOSHI 703223 .............................................         FUKUUCHIYOSHI 509700
         MONJIRO 11550WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU  ....................................         MICHIKO 655635RSC MS MICHISURU Y-5          JVP FUKUTSURU-068BAR R MISS FUKU 34H ........................................         METANI

scd: aa tenderness: 5
• Black
• F11c But Free oF all other known deFects
• Bred 1/30/18 to sanjirou (FB2501) due: 11/08/18

Suzi 49E is a full sister to Lot 11. A carbon copy description of her full sister applies to her as well. Along with her full sis-
ter, she stacks the odds in your favor of breeding the next great sires and cows. Her genetic influence in your herd could 

be monumental and she has the potential to impact the entire breed. She will take you for an exciting ride for many years to 
come with huge earning potential!
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scd: va tenderness: 8
• Black
• F11c But Free oF all other known deFects
• sells open

scd: vv tenderness: 5
• Black
• F11c But Free oF all other known deFects
• sells open

scd: aa tenderness: 5
• Black
• F11c But Free oF all other known deFects
• Bred 1/30/18 to sanjirou (FB2501) due: 11/08/18

sCd: AA tenderness: 4
• Black
• F11c But Free oF all other known deFects
• Bred 8/5/17 to genjiro (FB5200) due: 5/14/18

Suzu 917 is an SCD AA pregnant heifer that continues to build a beautiful pedigree onto an already great legacy. With Ha-
ruki II as her sire she has 6 generations of breed leading sires carrying her straight to Suzutani. With Haruki II you will 

get added growth and big rib eyes to compliment the already prepotent marbling of the Suzutanis. Remember that combing 
Haruki II with Suzutani produced Shigeshigetani! Suzu 917 is bred to Genjiro and due to calve in May. Genjiro will add the 
powerful blood of the Okutanis to the resulting calf. Think of the value of either a heifer or bull calf! 

scd: aa tenderness: 7
• Black
• F11c But Free oF all other known deFects
• Bred 8/5/17 to genjiro (FB5200) due: 5/14/18

Just like her full sister that sells as Lot 14, Suzu 919 represents a phenomenal opportunity to quickly provide a return on 
investment with a Genjiro calf due to be born in May. This will be one of the early Genjiro calves and will put you at the 

front of the pack! Suzu 919 has many years of productivity ahead of her. Her pedigree will afford many breeding options to 
produce elite progeny and she is SCD AA.

Just like her full sister, this JVP 
Kikuyasu 400 daughter has it all. No 

need to pay big money for Kikuyasu 400 
semen, here is an awesome daughter 
with calf at her side and soon ready 
to flush to make more 7th generation 
Suzutani calves! This is an extremely 
rare opportunity! Kikumich 2187 boasts 
tremendous depth of pedigree with 
leading sires and is a great individual 
in her own right. She is SCD AA and 
can be bred or flushed to many combi-
nations of bulls to put you on the fast 
track to constructing a great herd. It 
is very difficult to find a pedigree that 
boasts such great marbling and carcass 
bulls as Michifuku, Fukutsuru 068, Taka-
zakura, and Haruki II. Wow! Grab a hold 
of this opportunity!

Lot
16

scd: aa tenderness:5
• Black
• F11c But Free oF all other known deFects
• Bred to Both 63y (FB13918) & genjiro (FB5200) 6/11/17 
due: 3/20/18

SYneRGY HARU SUZU 917 
05/26/2015 FB25001     Female    Tattoo: 917   Horned

         YASUMI DOI MONJIRO 11550 ....................................................         HARUMI 1086409WORLD K’S HARUKI 2          KENSHIN 902SAKURA 2 741638 .................................................         ITOHIME 3 545978
         KIKUYASU DOI 575JVP KIKUYASU-400  ..............................................         FUKUYOSHI 703223RSC KIKUMICH 2186          WORLD K’S MICHIFUKURSC MS MICHISURU Y-5 .....................................         BAR R MISS FUKU 34H

SYneRGY HARU SUZU 919
06/23/2015 FB25002     Female    Tattoo: 919   Horned

         YASUMI DOI MONJIRO 11550 ....................................................         HARUMI 1086409WORLD K’S HARUKI 2          KENSHIN 902SAKURA 2 741638 .................................................         ITOHIME 3 545978
         KIKUYASU DOI 575JVP KIKUYASU-400  ..............................................         FUKUYOSHI 703223RSC KIKUMICH 2186          WORLD K’S MICHIFUKURSC MS MICHISURU Y-5 .....................................         BAR R MISS FUKU 34H

RSC MS KiKUMiCH 2187
03/06/2009 FB14588     Female    Tattoo: 2187   Horned

         KIKUNORI DOI 9285 KIKUYASU DOI 575 ...............................................         MURAYOSHI 74233JVP KIKUYASU-400          KIKUTERU DOIFUKUYOSHI 703223 .............................................         FUKUUCHIYOSHI 509700
         MONJIRO 11550WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU  ....................................         MICHIKO 655635RSC MS MICHISURU Y-5          JVP FUKUTSURU-068BAR R MISS FUKU 34H ........................................         METANI

lot 16a: Will have Calf at Side By Sale day.
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Chikara 915 presents a unique pedi-
gree in that she is from the carcass 

specializing Suzutani line, but her sire, 
PPR Itomoritaka Chikara, features 
two super growth and maternal bulls, 
Itomoritaka 002 and TF 147 Itoshige-
fuji. That is a rare combination. PPR 
Itomoritaka Chikara comes from the 
reliable and desirable Hikokura line 
from Takeda Farms. 915 is SCD AA and 
looks to play the part of her pedigree 
with plenty of depth and thickness. She 
provides a great opportunity to flush 
or breed to high Tajima bulls. 915 is 
selling with a bull calf at her side. The 
calf is a result of Suzutani blood on the 
top and bottom of his pedigree making 
for a very interesting pedigree. This is 
one of only a few chances to buy a cow/
calf pair in the sale. Capitalize on this 
package.

Lot
17

SYneRGY CHiKARA SUZU 915 
05/18/2015 FB25000     Female    Tattoo: 915   Horned

         ITOHIRASHIGE ITOMORITAKA J2703 ...........................................         DAI 6 OEFUJII J565554-KURO KOHPPR ITOMORITAKA – CHIKARA          ITOSHIGEFUJIKAYELL A25 .............................................................         TWA DAKARA
         KIKUYASU DOI 575JVP KIKUYASU-400  ..............................................         FUKUYOSHI 703223RSC MS KIKUMICH 2187          WORLD K’S MICHIFUKURSC MS MICHISURU Y-5 .....................................         BAR R MISS FUKU 34H

sCd: AA tenderness: 4
• Black
• F11c But Free oF all other known deFects

SYneRGY Genj SUZU 66e Ai 
10/20/2017 U32306/Pending       Female    Tattoo: SYN 66E   Horned

         MONJIRO 11550 WORLD K’S HARUKI 2 .........................................         SAKURA 2 741638GENJIRO          OKUSHIGE 1803WORLD K’S OKUTANI ..........................................         FUJITANI 655405
         MONJIRO 11550WORLD K’S HARUKI 2  ........................................         SAKURA 2 741638SYNERGY HARU Y5 SUZU          WORLD K’S MICHIFUKURSC MS MICHISURU Y-5 .....................................         BAR R MISS FUKU 34H

scd: n/a tenderness: n/a - will be available sale day
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects By pedigree
• sells open

Suzu 66E provides an extremely rare opportunity for the progressive breeders. She is an extremely early calf sired by the 
emerging breed leader, Genjiro. Genjiro is a Haruki II son of Okutani and a full brother to Beijiro. Her pedigree shows a 

doubling of Haruki II to stamp in excellent growth and large rib eyes. Suzu 66E boasts a full pedigree of Genjiro x Haruki II x 
Michifuku x Fukutsuru 068 x Takazakura x Haruki II x Suzutani. We challenge you to find a pedigree like that anywhere! This 
heifer has unlimited breeding potential! Buy her and start making plans for an exciting future!

lot 17a: Bull Calf BoRn 2/10/18 SiRed By BaR R itoShigenaMi 49u (fB8995)
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sCd: AA tenderness: 4
• Black
• F11c But Free oF all other known deFects

hikokuRa MateRnal line

Master Breeder Shogo Takeda, Takeda Farms has an unmatched reputation in the Wagyu industry that 
stretches around the world. He has been a leading breeder in Japan and is a pioneer of the Wagyu breed 
in the rest of the world. At great risk to his reputation he had the wisdom and foresight to see the potential 

and future of Wagyu being bred and propagated beyond the boundaries of Japan. Fortunately, he had the courage 
and boldness to act upon that, and we are the beneficiaries today. Takeda Farms genetics have had a huge, 
immeasurable impact on the breed in Australia and the US. That influence will continue to expand as Wagyu 
reach out into the rest of the world.

Numerous maternal lines were included with Takeda Farms importation of live Wagyu to the US. One of 
those lines in particular, the Hikokuras, has continually shown its prepotency. Elite sires and cows have 
continuously come from this family. Some of the well-known and breed leading bulls from the Hikokuras 

are TF Itomichi ½ and Mitsuhikokura TF 149. The astounding Australia carcass bull, Mayura Itoshigenami Jnr, 
hails from the Hikokuras with his semen selling for $3000/straw at auction. This maternal features the rare 
combination of great growth, size, and carcass quality. We have been greatly impressed by the performance 
of the Hikokuras and can see why they are the top of Takeda genetics. The Hikokuras will improve any herd or 
program through females and/or sires. This line can be bred from with confidence and taken in many directions. 
We have experienced a big demand for genetics from the Hikokuras. There are numerous opportunities in the 
sale today to add Hikokura genetics to your breeding program.

StonYRUn SHiG HiKoKURA 15
04/07/2013 FB18908     Female    Tattoo: A15   Horned

         MONJIRO 11550 WORLD K’S HARUKI 2 .........................................         SAKURA 2 741638WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI          TANISHIGE 1526WORLD K’S SUZUTANI ........................................         SUZUNAMI 472255
         ITOKITATSURUITOZURU DOI  ........................................................         YASUHIMELMR MS ITOZURUDOI 8164U          ITOSHIGENAMICF 503........................................................................         HIKOKURA 1/10

Hikokura 15 is an absolutely 
awesome Shigeshigetani 

daughter that displays tremendous 
body capacity and descends from 
the best of Takeda Farms breeding, 
the Hikokura line. A full sister to 
her dam sold for $16,000 at a Lone 
Mountain sale, and a cow that is 
100% the same blood as her dam 
was co-top of the Bel Campo sale 
at $19,500. Even as Hikokura 15 
is a magnificent cow in her own 
right, she is passing it on to her 
daughters. Hikokura 15 is not only 
a phenotypic showpiece, but she 
is a rare recessive-free individual 
with TF 151 and TF 148 in succes-
sion in her pedigree as her mater-

nal grandsire and great grandsire. Special indeed! She is the rare cow that can be flushed to any sire and you 
can expect outstanding progeny. She is the kind of herd foundation cow that you can build a herd upon and 
do it with genetic variation through the use of a diverse group of mating sires. These sorts of cows don’t come 
along very often and are in great demand when they do. Hikokura 15 has had embryos exported to Europe and 
South Africa and has already had embryos exported from her daughters. We expect the demand from Hikokura 
15 and her progeny to continue to explode as breeders see the results. Hikokura 15 has proven herself as a 
brood cow already and 8 of 10 offspring have tested SCD AA. She is yet just entering her prime and will be a 
wise investment in Wagyu genetics.

Lot
19

• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
•Bred 9/1/17 to synergy shigeto 23 (FB21535) due: 6/10/18
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SYn SYneRGY MiCHo HiKo 52e et 
07/13/2017 U32085/Pending       Female    Tattoo: SYN 52E   Horned

         YASUMI DOI MONJIRO 11550 ....................................................         HARUMI 1086409WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU          TANISHIGE 1526MICHIKO 655635 ...................................................         MICHIFUKU 494290
         WORLD K’S HARUKI 2WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI  .........................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANISTONYRUN SHIG HIKOKURA 15          ITOZURU DOILMR MS ITOZURUDOI 8164U ...........................         CF 503

sCd: AA tenderness: 4
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• sells open

This young heifer has a world of potential ahead of her! And rightly so! Her dam is the phenomenal Hikokura 15 and her 
sire is the immortal carcass bull, Michifuku. Michifuku has proven himself many times over as an elite sire for producing 

outstanding carcasses in both the US and Australia. Michifuku infuses the carcass influence of a great World K’s sire into 
this powerful pedigree that is full of Takeda Farms breeding and genetics. The sire stack of Hikokura 52E reads Michifuku 
x Shigeshigetani x TF 151 x TF148 x Itomichi. That is an awesome combination that lends itself to competing with the most 
elite Wagyu genetics anywhere! This heifer will propel any breeding program into fast forward!

SYn SYneRGY HiRA HiKo 157D 
05/01/2016 FB27325     Female    Tattoo: 157DSYN   Horned

         KEDAKA 7212 DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287 .......................................         DAI 13 HIRASHIGEHIRASHIGETAYASU J2351          TAYASUHUKUDAI 5 YURUHIME ...................................................         YURIKO 795455
         WORLD K’S HARUKI 2WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI  .........................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANISTONYRUN SHIG HIKOKURA 15          ITOZURU DOILMR MS ITOZURUDOI 8164U ...........................         CF 503

Hikokura 157 exhibits great growth as a heifer. She derives growth from both sides of her pedigree with Hikokura 15 as her 
dam and the magnificent growth sire, Hirashigetaysu 001 as her sire. We expect fantastic performance from 157 as she 

matures. Her pedigree is an exciting one with a superb combination of sires and specifically lends itself to breeding to high 
Tajima bulls. She will contribute significant size, growth, and carcass quality to any mating and progeny produced. With 
high reliability sires in her pedigree and coming from the highly proven Hikokura maternal line, 157 is a young female that 
has a big future ahead of her. It is extremely difficult to find a female that writes a pedigree like Hikokura 157 does which 
includes both TF 151 and TF 148.

scd: aa tenderness: 3
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 2/06/18 to kage (FB7540) due: 11/15/18

SYn SYneRGY HiRA HiKo 40D 
06/04/2016 FB27319     Female    Tattoo: 40DSYN   Horned

         KEDAKA 7212 DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287 .......................................         DAI 13 HIRASHIGEHIRASHIGETAYASU J2351          TAYASUHUKUDAI 5 YURUHIME ...................................................         YURIKO 795455
         WORLD K’S HARUKI 2WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI  .........................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANISTONYRUN SHIG HIKOKURA 15          ITOZURU DOILMR MS ITOZURUDOI 8164U ...........................         CF 503

scd: aa tenderness: 6
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 11/2/17 to MichiFuku (FB1615) due: 8/11/18

Lot
21

As a full sister to Lot 20, Hikokura 40 
shows the same excellent growth 

pattern. She is a tall, long, and deep 
heifer. To accompany her beautiful phe-
notype she sports a sensational pedi-
gree with a wonderful combination of 
carcass and growth sires stacked on top 
of the Hikokuras. With Hikokura 15 as 
her dam you would expect nothing less. 
Her pedigree reads Hirashigetayasu 
001 x Shigeshigetani x TF 151 x TF 148 x 
Itomichi. Her value is enhanced by the 
Michifuku sired calf she is carrying. An-
other bonus is that she has tested SCD 
AA. She is another standout individual 
from the Hikokura line!
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Hikokura 35 continues the legacy of her 
dam. She is a large framed daughter 

of Itomichi 1/2. Hikokura 35 gets a double 
shot of growth from her dam and Itomichi 
1/2. Itomichi 1/2 is a highly proven sire 
known for growth and maternal traits while 
maintaining carcass quality. We have been 
impressed with his daughters and Hikoku-
ra 35 is one of the big reasons for that. The 
sire stack behind her only helps validate 
why she is such an impressive individual. 
She will only continue to impress as she 
matures. She grabs your attention whether 
you are looking at her in the flesh or look-
ing at her elite pedigree. She is another 
female that will offer numerous breeding 
options. She is selling with her Michifuku 

calf, which will be an extremely valuable calf. This is an exciting pair!

scd: va tenderness: 3
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 6/11/17 to MichiFuku (FB1615) due: 3/20/18

Lot
23

SYn SYneRGY itoMiCHi HiKo 35C 
09/15/2015 FB27315     Female    Tattoo: 35CSYN   Horned

         DAI 7 ITOZAKURA ITOMICHI ..................................................................         TOMISAKAE 2/1TF ITOMICHI ½          DAI 3 KIYOHIMEDAI 2 KINTOU .........................................................         EZOKINTOU 1A
         WORLD K’S HARUKI 2WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI  .........................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANISTONYRUN SHIG HIKOKURA 15          ITOZURU DOILMR MS ITOZURUDOI 8164U ...........................         CF 503

The bio/profile for this heifer can 
read exactly as the bio/profiles 

for Lots 20 and 21 as their dams are 
full sisters. The dam of Hikokura 
246 is now owned by DJ Cook, Otter 
Creek Farm, Ontario, Canada, and 
is part of his progressive breeding 
program. Hikokura 246 is another 
powerfully built daughter of Hi-
rashigetayasu 001. Combining 001 
with the other sires on the mater-
nal side, Shigeshigetani x TF 151 x 
TF148 x Itomichi assures a pedigree 
that is built for success. Breeders 
can spend years trying to develop a 
line like this. With an SCD AA this 
heifer can vault a breeding program 
years ahead.

DAM oF
Lot 24

SYn SYneRGY HiRA HiKo 246D 
05/05/2016 FB27322     Female    Tattoo: 246DSYN   Horned

         KEDAKA 7212 DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287 .......................................         DAI 13 HIRASHIGEHIRASHIGETAYASU J2351          TAYASUHUKUDAI 5 YURUHIME ...................................................         YURIKO 795455
         WORLD K’S HARUKI 2WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI  .........................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANISTONYRUN SHIG HIKOKURA 14          ITOZURU DOILMR MS ITOZURUDOI 8164U ...........................         CF 503

scd: aa tenderness: 3
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 2/21/18 to MichiFuku (FB1615) due: 11/30/18

lot 23a: Will have Calf at Side By Sale day
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SYn SYneRGY itoMiCHi HiKo 161D
07/04/2016 FB27327     Female    Tattoo: 161DSYN   Horned

         DAI 7 ITOZAKURA ITOMICHI ..................................................................         TOMISAKAE 2/1TF ITOMICHI ½          DAI 3 KIYOHIMEDAI 2 KINTOU .........................................................         EZOKINTOU 1A
         WORLD K’S HARUKI 2WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI  .........................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANISTONYRUN SHIG HIKOKURA 13          ITOZURU DOILMR MS ITOZURUDOI 8164U ...........................         CF 503

scd: vv tenderness: 5
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 12/17/17 to MichiFuku (FB1615) due: 9/25/18

Hikokura 161 is a daughter of Itomichi 
1/2. Her pedigree is 100% the same 

genetics as Lot 21 with their dams being 
full sisters. The dam of Hikokura 161 
is now owned by Van Thompson, TN. 
Hikokura 161 is an exciting heifer. She 
writes a beautiful pedigree combining 
carcass traits with growth traits in one 
genetic package. Her sire, Itomichi 1/2, 
excels in growth and milk traits while 
maintaining a positive rating for mar-
bling. Hikokura 161 has a very pleasing 
phenotype to match her powerful breed-
ing. She is another young female with a 
world of potential and an exciting future 
in front of her. The fact that she is carry-
ing a Michifuku calf is an added bonus 
to this lot.

SYn SYneRGY itoMiCHi HiKo 42D 
08/30/2016 FB27321     Female    Tattoo: 42DSYN   Horned

         DAI 7 ITOZAKURA ITOMICHI ..................................................................         TOMISAKAE 2/1TF ITOMICHI ½          DAI 3 KIYOHIMEDAI 2 KINTOU .........................................................         EZOKINTOU 1A
         WORLD K’S HARUKI 2WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI  .........................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANISTONYRUN SHIG HIKOKURA 13          ITOZURU DOILMR MS ITOZURUDOI 8164U ...........................         CF 503

scd: vv tenderness: 7
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 12/24/17 to MichiFuku (FB1615) due: 10/2/18

Hikokura 42 is a full sister to the 
previous lot. She also has eye appeal 

and putting that with her deep pedigree 
makes her a very attractive heifer. She 
has a deep pedigree of breed leading 
bulls extending back to the original 
import cow who was sired by Itomichi. 
Here is a heifer that carries a great com-
bination of breeding traits that will allow 
her to be bred to a variety of sires mak-
ing her a very valuable commodity. She, 
too, will have a long, productive future 
and will be a tremendous herd builder. 
She is pregnant to the incomparable 
carcass bull, Michifuku to complete this 
genetic package.

Lot
25

Lot
26
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scd: vv tenderness: 5
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 12/17/17 to MichiFuku (FB1615) due: 9/25/18

scd: vv tenderness: 7
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 12/24/17 to MichiFuku (FB1615) due: 10/2/18

Ms Sigenami was an embryo imported from 
Australia. She offers a complete genetic 

package boasting a sire stack of Itoshigenami 
TF 148 x Itozuru Doi TF 151 x Michifuku x 
Itohana 2 x TF Terutani x Itomichi. These sires 
are the elite bulls of the breed featuring the 2 
best highly proven carcass bulls in Itoshige-
nami and Michifuku, a great all-around bull in 
the legendary Itozuru Doi and a tremendous 
growth sire in Itohana 2. This is an unmatched 
genetic foundation upon which to develop a su-
perior herd of Wagyu. This genetic package will 
put any breeder on the road to success within 
the Wagyu breed. Ms Sigenami’s full sister car-
ries a Terminal Carcass Index at an extremely 
high percentile in Australia. Ms Sigenami of-
fers a truly rare and elite breeding opportunity!

• Black
• F11p But Free oF all other known deFects
• Bred 2/02/18 to MiaFuku (FB13450) due: 11/02/18

Lot
27

MS SiGenAMi
11/05/2009 FB13864     Female    Tattoo: W49   Horned

         SHIGEKANENAMI SHIGESHIGENAMI 10632 ...................................         SHIGEMITSUITOSHIGENAMI          FUKUMASAFUKUYUKI ................................................................         YUKIZAKURA
         ITOKITATSURUITOZURU DOI  ........................................................         YASUHIMELAKE WAGYU F X002          WORLD K’S MICHIFUKUCAMPANELLA MICH TEKA ITO ........................         TWA DONO

Synergy is defined as the interaction or cooperation of two or more organizations, substances, or other agents 
to produce a combined effect greater than the sum of their separate effects.  Aptly named, Synergy Wagyu is a 
consolidation of Stonyrun Genetics, owned by Loren Ruth and his son, Mitchell, and Kentucky Stud, owned by 
Joe Pettit.

Loren grew up on a dairy farm in Spring City, a small borough in Pennsylvania.  He went to college for dairy 
production.  After graduating, Loren developed a successful Jersey herd partnership with an Australian coun-
terpart in the late ‘90s.  Over the years he made multiple trips to Australia.  It was on one of these trips that 
he read an article in a dairy magazine about the Wagyu breed that piqued his interest.  He began researching 
Wagyu and gathered information for about two years before buying his first Wagyu animal in 2007.  Stonyrun 
Genetics is Loren’s Wagyu business, and he is still heavily involved in dairy cattle.  

Loren’s son, Mitchell, was in high school when that first Wagyu purchase occurred.  Growing up working with 
the cattle, Mitchell attended Morrisville State College, where he earned an Associate’s degree in dairy science 
and then transferred to Cornell, where he received his Bachelor’s in dairy science in 2015.  After graduating, 
Mitchell went back home and started working with his dad and Joe in their new partnership.  

Although Joe was not raised on a farm and jokes, “I’ve never milked a cow in my life,” he also had significant 
exposure to agriculture in his teenage years.  Being an outdoors person, Joe joined 4-H with a high school 
friend; 4-H is a global network of youth organizations whose mission is “engaging youth to reach their fullest 
potential while advancing the field of youth development.”  With its rich agricultural history and its slogan 
of “learn by doing,” 4-H inspired Joe and his friend to begin a calf-finishing project in his local community 
in South Jersey.  They would buy young bull calves to finish off and sell to the neighbors.  Discovering very 
quickly that their finishing project was pretty popular, Joe and his friend turned a nice profit selling beef halves 
to family and friends.  For several years, the boys explored and learned by raising several different breeds to 
see what worked best for their small business.  Joe says, “We delivered a nice product, and the next thing you 
know, we had the neighborhood fighting over buying halves off of us.”  continued.....
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In college Joe began working for a 
casino.  This job led to an eighteen-
year career with multiple casinos.  
Joe eventually moved down to Key 
West where he bought some busi-
nesses and owned a commercial 
fishing fleet.  On a business trip 
to Las Vegas, Joe tasted his first 
Wagyu at the The Old Homestead 
restaurant at Caesar’s Palace.  
Before ordering, he and the bar-
tender got into a lengthy discus-
sion over the merits of halfblood 
versus fullblood and whether the 
price difference was worth it.  Joe 
“ponied up for the fullblood” and 
remembers it as a stunning piece 
of meat.  At that point, Joe began 
diligently researching Wagyu.  His 
very first investment in Wagyu was 
a Stonyrun bull that he purchased 
from Loren and Mitchell.  Joe 
ended up buying a seventy-acre 
cattle farm in the rolling hills of 
central Kentucky, where Synergy 
Wagyu now keeps most of its fairly 
large recip herd.           

With Loren and Joe each focusing 
their business models on pur-
chasing the best Wagyu genetics 
possible for their personal herds, 
they began to see each other at the 
various Wagyu sales.  Joe laughs 
as he recalls, “Most of the sales we 
were always butting heads bidding 
on the same animals.  It became 
obvious that we needed to partner 
rather than continue to try to out-
bid each other.”  Synergy Wagyu 
was created from that partnership, 
with Loren overseeing the genetics 
side, Joe as the business manager, 
and Mitchell managing the herd.  

Loren describes Synergy’s cattle as 
“superior genetics with top-shelf 
donor cows and genetics.  We have 
black genetics in the US, and both 
black and red genetics in Australia 
and South Africa.”  Although they 
are geographically spread out with 
their recip program in Kentucky 
and their fullblood program resid-
ing in Pennsylvania at Spring City 
on a retrofitted dairy farm, Mitchell 
oversees all momma cows.  Over-
all, the three partners are im-
pressed by the temperament of the 
Wagyu breed, and Joe comments 
that in addition to the natural 
calm demeanor, “Mitchell is very 
skilled with our ladies.  Because 
he handles the cows daily from a 

very young age, Synergy Wagyu 
animals are extremely docile.  This 
docility can be seen in Synergy 
cattle when you can work them 
in a lot without a squeeze chute.  
There aren’t too many programs 
like that.”      

Besides their US program, Joe, 
Loren, and Mitchell have expanded 
into South Africa with the intent 
of establishing and maintaining a 
substantial fullblood herd there.  
South Africa has a large demand 
for fullblood meat and the cost of 
production is significantly lower 
than the US or Australia.  In the 
future world marketplace South 
Africa is well positioned to be very 
competitive in the Wagyu meat 
market.  Because South Africa 
already has favorable export regu-
lations and policies with several 
desirable markets, progressive 
commercial breeders are getting 
into the Wagyu business there.  
Joe and Loren agree, “These breed-
ers are coming at the game at a 
different starting point than most 
of the US players.  We’ve not seen 
as much on a small-scale level as 
we see in the US.  These are big-
time cattlemen from many large 
ranches.  They are jumping into 
this in 5th gear.”  Synergy Wagyu 
has not put a limit on where they 
will end up on their South African 
venture.  Loren says it will depend 
on whether they decide to stay 
solely in the genetics side or if they 
decide to explore the meat side.  

Joe and Loren feel that the poten-
tial is unlimited in South Africa 
because of the focus on EPDs and 
data and because the South Afri-
cans are looking at the breed from 
a very global perspective.  Being 
members of the American Wagyu 
Association, the Australian Wagyu 
Association, and the Wagyu Cattle 
Breeders’ Society of South Africa 
has given Synergy Wagyu a look at 
the best of all of the organizational 
practices.      
Loren has had several uninformed 
people ask him if Wagyu is just 
another fad like the ostriches or 
emus.  His reply is always, “I don’t 
know any American that doesn’t 
like a good steak.  Once they eat 
Wagyu, it will always be in their 
mind, and they will be wondering 
when they can eat the next one.”  

Joe chimes in, “There are very few 
things that you can sell that every 
single customer comes back for.  It 
is not a question of whether they 
like the product.  It is a question of 
whether it is affordable for them.  
The product sells itself.  It is stand-
alone.”   

One of their original agreements 
upon formation of Synergy Wa-
gyu was to have a sale when they 
reached a certain plateau number 
of animals.  On April 7th, 2018, 
Synergy Wagyu will be holding 
a Wagyu sale in Pennsylvania, 
where every female they have in 
the states will be going through 
the ring.  These females are sired 
by progeny proven bulls that are 
EBV trait leaders, and they en-
compass eight maternal lines that 
include Suzatani, Hikokura, Yuriko, 
Okutani, and more.  Joe believes 
“You can come to Pennsylvania on 
Saturday morning and not be in 
the breed at all, and, if you bring 
enough money and a big enough 
truck, you can leave as one of the 
premier breeders in the Wagyu 
breed that night.”  Synergy’s focus 
on premium genetics with empha-
sis on the several specific maternal 
lines that Loren believes transmit 
much better than others is the key 
to their offerings.  Loren states, 
“When you invest in genetics, if 
you buy average or below aver-
age genetics that is basically what 
your herd will always be.  Even 
if you breed to the best bull, you 
are never going to gain on the guy 
that buys the best genetics and 
breeds to the best bull.  That gap 
will always be there.  Yes, the dollar 
amount is important, but ultimately 
your bottom line is going to be 
impacted more by buying the best 
genetics.”   

“When looking ahead at our ten-
year snapshot, I think part of the 
fun of the Synergy program will be 
seeing cattle that we have on the 
ground now being the prominent 
names in the maternal sire stacks 
and dams,” says Joe.  “We are not 
in the business to sell genetics 
just to sell genetics.  We want to 
improve the breed.”  The Synergy 
Wagyu team of Joe, Loren, and 
Mitchell have put together a Wagyu 
program that is greater than the 
sum of its parts. by Jeri Tulley
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yuRiko MateRnal line

The Yuriko maternal line came to the United States through the Wagyu import program of JVP. This breeding 
program involved a number of maternal lines and several successful bulls including the long time marbling 
leader, JVP Fukutsuru 068, and the well known, heavily used sire, JVP Kikayasu 400. The Yuriko maternal 

line eventually sorted itself to the top as the elite line of the JVP imports. The prepotency of the line is evidenced 
by the number of successful sires it has produced. Many of the BR2 bulls originate from the Yurikos. The former 
#1 Rib Eye and #1 Hot Carcass Weight Sire, Bar R Shigeshigetani 30T, is a product of the Yuriko line. The elite 
marbling bull, Michiyoshi, was also a product of the Yuriko line. Michiyoshi’s full brother, Michiyoshi II, sold in 
January for $30,000. The Yuriko line has also had an impact in Australia through top breeding bulls. This line 
has had a significant influence within the national Wagyu herd here in the US as many herds have females or 
herd bulls that trace back to the original import cow, Yuriko. She was a highly influential cow in the breeding 
programs of Bar R and Crescent Harbor giving the line much credibility. The Yuriko line should be given strong 
consideration to being added to any breeding program. The line has much to offer, particularly outstanding 
carcass traits, which is what drives the Wagyu breed.

MiCHiYoSHi ii 30t

Yuritani 31 is the first of the Yuriko 
line in the catalog and rightly so, as 

she is a good looking bred heifer that 
carries a lot of strength and will mature 
into a large, powerful cow. This is to be 
expected as her sire is the tremendous 
bull, Westholme Hirashigetayasu Z278. 
Z278 has been a welcome addition 
to the Wagyu breed because he is a 
recessive-free sire who’s pedigree 
contains all 3 of the original Westholme 
bulls – 001, 002, and 003! That is a dif-
ficult combination to find, especially 
outside of the Westholme/AACo breed-
ing program which has been a mostly 
closed operation. Z278 follows his sire, 
Hirashigetayasu 001, by producing large 
progeny with excellent carcass weights 
at slaughter. He will make excellent 
brood cows and Yuritani 31 looks like 
she will fit the bill. Yuritani 31 is SCD 
AA and sells pregnant, so she is well 

on her way to making an impact in any 
breeding program.

scd: aa tenderness: 3
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 12/4/17 to naMikawa 63y (FB13918) due: 9/12/18

SYneRGY Z278 YURitAni 31
07/19/2015 FB21539     Female    Tattoo: 31   Horned

                DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287 HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351.........................................                 DAI 5 YURUHIMEWESTHOLME HIRASHIGETAYASU Z278                KITATERUYASUDOI J2810WESTHOLME OHYURIHIME X106.........................                 WESTHOLME MORITAKE U38
                WORLD K’S HARUKI 2WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI ................................                  WORLD K’S SUZUTANIESF SHIGETANI 42-250                 WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURACHR TAKAZAKURA 042H...........................................                 JVP MS KIKUSHIGE 403

Lot
28

by Jeri Tulley
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Yuriko 34 is a young cow that will excite many 
breeders. She is a daughter of Hirashige-

tayasu 001, whose daughters are becoming 
sought after as brood cows. They are big, deep, 
and strong, proving themselves to be ideal 
cows to mate with high Tajima sires. Yuriko 34 
is no exception. She carries plenty of body as 
a young cow and will be exciting to see as she 
matures. Her dam is a deep bodied, powerful 
daughter of Shigeshigetani who has been pass-
ing on that trait to her progeny. Yuriko 34, who is 
SCD AA, calved in December and has been left 
open as we are sure her new owner will want 
to put her straight into a flush program. She is 
the kind of young cow that will be an income 
producer for many years to come and will be a 
wise investment by any breeding program.

Lot
30

SYneRGY tAYASU YURiKo 34 
07/24/2015 FB21542     Female    Tattoo: 34   Horned

         KEDAKA 7212 DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287 .......................................         DAI 13 HIRASHIGEHIRASHIGETAYASU J2351          TAYASUHUKUDAI 5 YURUHIME ...................................................         YURIKO 795455
         WORLD K’S HARUKI 2WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI  .........................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANIESF SHIGETANI 42-250          WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURACHR TAKAZAKURA 042H ...................................         JVP MS KIKUSHIGE 403

sCd: AA tenderness: 4
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
•sells open - calved on 11/30/17 - ready to Breed or Flush

Yuritani 33 is a full sister to Lot 28. 
She will make an immediate impact 

on any breeding program with an SCD 
AA and due to calve shortly after the 
sale to Michifuku. This is a highly de-
sired mating with the fantastic carcass 
sire, Michifuku, on a daughter of the 
huge growth bull, Z278. A bull or heifer 
calf from this mating will be highly de-
sired. This will continue to build on the 
foundation already laid in Yuritani 33. 
Yuritani 33 is a big, deep heifer with a 
deep pedigree to match. She is a Z278 x 
Shigeshigetani x Takazakura x Kikuyasu 
400 x Yuriko. You will be afforded many 
breeding options with this pedigree, 
especially if you are wanting to use high 
Tajima sires. Yuritani 33 brings a lot of 
upside with her quality phenotype and 
quality pedigree!

scd: aa tenderness: 6
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 7/15/17 to MichiFuku (FB1615). due: 4/23/18

Lot
29

                DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287 HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351.........................................                 DAI 5 YURUHIMEWESTHOLME HIRASHIGETAYASU Z278                KITATERUYASUDOI J2810WESTHOLME OHYURIHIME X106.........................                 WESTHOLME MORITAKE U38
                WORLD K’S HARUKI 2WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI ................................                  WORLD K’S SUZUTANIESF SHIGETANI 42-250                 WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURACHR TAKAZAKURA 042H...........................................                 JVP MS KIKUSHIGE 403

SYneRGY Z278 YURitAni 33 
07/24/2015 FB21541     Female    Tattoo: 33   Horned
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scd: aa tenderness: 6
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 7/15/17 to MichiFuku (FB1615). due: 4/23/18

SYneRGY Genj YURiKo 67e Ai 
11/30/2017 U32307/Pending     Female    Tattoo: SYN 67E   Horned

         MONJIRO 11550 WORLD K’S HARUKI 2 .........................................         SAKURA 2 741638GENJIRO          OKUSHIGE 1803WORLD K’S OKUTANI ..........................................         FUJITANI 655405
         DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351  .................................         DAI 5 YURUHIMESYNERGY TAYASU YURIKO 34          WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANIESF SHIGETANI 42-250 .......................................         CHR TAKAZAKURA 042H

scd: n/a tenderness: n/a - will be available sale day
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects By pedigree
• sells open

Yuriko 67E is an extremely rare and special heifer. Her sire is Genjiro who is a Haruki II son of Okutani. He has recently 
emerged as a breed leader in Australia on the Terminal Carcass Index list. There are only 5 registered daughters of 

Genjiro born in the US in the last ten years and 3 of them are Synergy heifers born in 2017. Those three heifers are selling in 
this sale! Genjiro’s EBV’s show him to transmit a fantastic combination of positive traits for marbling and rib eye area while 
possessing superior carcass weights and growth weights. Imagine the breeding and marketing potential of Yuriko 67E when 
she matures. Expect great performance from her and demand for her genetics. With a pedigree of Genjiro x Hirashigetayasu 
x Shigeshigetani you can dream of the mating possibilities. Make the dreams a reality by adding this heifer to your breeding 
program!

Yuriko 61E is an eye-catching young 
heifer. She is sired by the superior 

carcass bull, Michifuku, and already 
exhibits his depth and thickness. With 
a maternal grandsire of Shigeshigetani 
and maternal great grandsire of Takaza-
kura great carcass qualities of marbling 
and rib eye area are stamped into her 
DNA. Breeding her to high Tajima sires 
will certainly lock in those traits and 
make her a fantastic brood cow for any 
meat program. Her dam was a great 
flush cow for us before heading to 
Canada to join the DJ Cook herd at Otter 
Creek Farm. She was a favorite of ours 
and her daughters have quickly become 
favorites as well. This heifer will become 
a favorite of yours when she joins your 
herd and establishes herself as an elite 
individual.

DAM oF
LotS 33-35

SYneRGY MiCH YURiKo 61e et
05/23/2017 U32301/Pending      Female    Tattoo: SYN 61E   Horned

         YASUMI DOI MONJIRO 11550 ....................................................         HARUMI 1086409WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU          TANISHIGE 1526MICHIKO 655635 ...................................................         MICHIFUKU 494290
         WORLD K’S HARUKI 2WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI  .........................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANIESF SHIGETANI 42-250          WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURACHR TAKAZAKURA 042H ...................................         JVP MS KIKUSHIGE 403

scd: n/a tenderness: n/a - will be available sale day
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects By pedigree
• sells open

SYneRGY Genj YURiKo 65e Ai
10/05/2017 U32305/Pending      Female    Tattoo: SYN 65E   Horned

         MONJIRO 11550 WORLD K’S HARUKI 2 .........................................         SAKURA 2 741638GENJIRO          OKUSHIGE 1803WORLD K’S OKUTANI ..........................................         FUJITANI 655405
         HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351WESTHOLME HIRASHIGETAYASU Z278  ......         WESTHOLME OHYURIHIME X106SYNERGY Z278 YURITANI 32          WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANIESF SHIGETANI 42-250 .......................................         CHR TAKAZAKURA 042H

scd: n/a tenderness: n/a - will be available sale day
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects By pedigree
• sells open

Yuriko 65E writes nearly the exact same pedigree as Lot 31. Their dams are maternal sisters. The pedigree for Yuriko 65E is 
Genjiro x Westholme Z278 x Shigeshigetani x Takazakura x Kikuyasu 400 x Yuriko. What a combination of marbling and 

growth all the way back to foundation cow Yuriko. Like Lot 31, this heifer will have unlimited potential. With her pedigree 
she will provide plenty of opportunities to be mated to high Tajima bulls for elite carcass production. Yuriko 65E is another 
wonderful Yuriko.  Imagine the demand for her genetics as breeders become aware of Genjiro and start looking for his 
daughters! 
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Yasu 4 is a cow that will generate a lot of 
interest! She attracts attention for a number 

of reasons. She is a maternal sister to CHR 
Shigeshigetani 5 who ranks 8th for Marbling 
and 11th for Rib Eye Area on the 2017 WSU Sire 
Report. She is a daughter of the legendary Ito-
zuru Doi TF 151. Her maternal pedigree contains 
JVP Yasutanisakura 931. Sanjirou is her mater-
nal grandsire. That all adds up to a cow with 
a lot of breeding value and a pedigree that is 
different than most. She has been in demand for 
embryos before and certainly will be again after 
she calves. Yasu 
4 is truly a unique 
offering and pos-
sesses exceptional 
breeding value.

StonYRUn iD 151 YASU 4
05/04/2008 FB11845     Female    Tattoo: A4   Horned

         DAI 7 ITOZAKURA ITOKITATSURU .......................................................         NISHIZURUITOZURU DOI          YASUMI DOIYASUHIME ...............................................................         FUJIHIME
         WORLD K’S MICHIFUKUWORLD K’S SANJIROU  .......................................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANICHR MS SANJIROU 185R          JVP KIKUYASU-400CHR MS KIKUMICHI 028 .....................................         JVP MS YASUYOSHI 410

• Black
• F11c But Free oF all other known deFects
• Bred 10/23/17 to synergy shigeto 23 (FB21535) due: 
8/1/18

SHiGeSHiGetAni 5

SYneRGY 001 YURiKo 62e et 
07/17/2017 U32302/Pending      Female    Tattoo: SYN 62E   Horned

         KEDAKA 7212 DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287 .......................................         DAI 13 HIRASHIGEHIRASHIGETAYASU J2351          TAYASUHUKUDAI 5 YURUHIME ...................................................         YURIKO 795455
         WORLD K’S HARUKI 2WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI  .........................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANIESF SHIGETANI 42-250          WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURACHR TAKAZAKURA 042H ...................................         JVP MS KIKUSHIGE 403

scd: n/a tenderness: n/a - will be available sale day
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects By pedigree
• sells open

Yuriko 62E is a full sister to Lot 30. Take a good look at Lot 30 and then you can get a good picture of Yuriko 62E when she 
matures. She should be as exciting as her older full sister. The daughters of Hirashigetayasu 001 are very popular and 

in increasing demand for good reason. A quick look at his EBVs show a bull that is strong across the board and performs 
exceptionally well in growth traits. This heifer is exciting because she has a solid foundation of carcass trait bulls in her 
pedigree. This heifer will certainly mature into a herd favorite and bring added value to any breeding program.

SYneRGY 001 YURiKo 63e et 
07/18/2017 U32303/Pending      Female    Tattoo: SYN 63E   Horned

         KEDAKA 7212 DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287 .......................................         DAI 13 HIRASHIGEHIRASHIGETAYASU J2351          TAYASUHUKUDAI 5 YURUHIME ...................................................         YURIKO 795455
         WORLD K’S HARUKI 2WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI  .........................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANIESF SHIGETANI 42-250          WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURACHR TAKAZAKURA 042H ...................................         JVP MS KIKUSHIGE 403

scd: n/a tenderness: n/a - will be available sale day
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects By pedigree
• sells open

Yuriko 63E is a replica of her full sister selling as Lot 34. A grown version of this heifer is Lot 30. To avoid repetition read 
the bios for Lot 30 and Lot 34 and then come back and look at this heifer and her pedigree. You will agree that it is a 

strong mating that provided some great females. Yuriko 63E is an example of an opportunity to make a wise investment in 
Wagyu genetics. She will pay for herself many times over during her lifetime!

Lot
36
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scd: n/a tenderness: n/a - will be available sale day
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects By pedigree
• sells open

Chisahime 43 is a heifer that we really 
like. She is the only 30T daughter 

in the sale and we think she is a great 
representative of the bull. As a young 
heifer she catches your eye with her styl-
ishness. Her pedigree is captivating as 
well. With a sire stack of 30T x Sanjirou x 
068 x Kitaguni Jr she will command lots 
of attention and will be a cornerstone 
of any Wagyu breeding program. She is 
a special heifer from a proven Maternal 
line.

SiRe oF 
Lot 38

scd: n/a tenderness: n/a - will be available sale day
• Black
• known deFects/pending
• sells open

SYneRGY 30t CHiSAHiMe 43 Ai 
07/01/2017 U32298/Pending       Female    Tattoo: SYN 43E   Horned

         WORLD K’S HARUKI 2 WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI ..........................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANIBAR R SHIGESHIGETANI 30T          BAR R MICHISURU 2 KBAR R 68P.................................................................         MISS BAR R 18H
         WORLD K’S MICHIFUKUWORLD K’S SANJIROU  .......................................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANISTONYRUN SANJ KITAFUKU 2          JVP FUKUTSURU-068MJB MS KITAFUKU 05K .......................................         CHR MS KITAGUNI 037H

Kitafuku is a strong representative of the 
JVP Chisahime line. Her pedigree boasts 

a line of outstanding carcass bulls in San-
jirou, Fukutsuru 068, and Kiyaguni Jr leading 
directly back to Chisahime through Kikuyasu 
400. Kitafuku provides an elite pedigree from 
which to breed progeny with excellent car-
cass traits. She carries on the strengths of the 
Chisahime line. Evidence of the Chisahime 
influence can be seen in two of the newest 
leading carcass bulls in the US. The 2017 WSU 
Sire Report features Bar R Saburo 53Y as #1 
for Rib Eye and #6 for Marbling. He traces on 
the maternal side to Chisahime. The new top 
bull in the Lone Mountain Sire Program, LMR 
Kitaguni 1441Y also traces to Chisahime on his 
maternal side. Kitafuku is your opportunity to 
acquire Chisahime genetics.

Lot
37

• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 2/26/18 to hiranaMi B901 (FB14057) due: 12/05/18

StonYRUn SAnj KitAFUKU 2 
03/08/2008 FB11843     Female    Tattoo: A2   Horned

         MONJIRO 11550 WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU .....................................         MICHIKO 655635WORLD K’S SANJIROU          TANISHIGE 1526WORLD K’S SUZUTANI ........................................         SUZUNAMI 472255
         DAI 2 YASUTSURU 774JVP FUKUTSURU-068  .........................................         TERUYASU 649663MJB MS KITAFUKU 05K          WORLD K’S KITAGUNI JR.CHR MS KITAGUNI 037H ....................................         CHR MS KIKUHIME 007F
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Macy is a maternal sister to Lot 39. Macy exhib-
its the same great body capacity as her sister. 

She comes by it honestly as her sire is the big 
growth bull, Westholme Z278, and her dam, Bay 
Shige Miki, is a powerful daughter of Shigeshige-
tani. Undoubtedly, there is the Itoshigefuji TF 147 
influence coming through as well. Like her sister, 

Macy is SCD AA. 
She will be a valu-
able investment and 
tremendous addi-
tion to any breeding 
program as you build 

on this 
unpar-
alleled 

genetic foundation.
DAM oF
Lot 40

sCd: AA tenderness: 4
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 9/1/17 to synergy shigeto 23 (FB21535) 
due: 6/10/2018

DeSiGneR MACY
11/25/2015 FB22152     Female    Tattoo: 1601   Horned

                DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287 HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351.........................................                    DAI 5 YURUHIMEWESTHOLME HIRASHIGETAYASU Z278                KITATERUYASUDOI J2810WESTHOLME OHYURIHIME X106.........................                   WESTHOLME MORITAKE U38
                WORLD K’S HARUKI 2WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI ................................                 WORLD K’S SUZUTANIBAY SHIGE MIKI 118                 ITOSHIGEFUJIBAY FUJI MIKI 62...........................................................                 MISAMI

tAKAMiCHi Doi

Mandalynn and her maternal sister, 
Macy, are a pair of extremely special 

heifers. They come from one of the deep-
est pedigreed maternal lines in the sale 
and a maternal line that is demand world-
wide. That line is the Kanetanis. Kanetani 
was an original import in the World K’s 
program. Her most recent impact was 
through her descendent, Takamichi Doi, 
who has become a very popular bull with 
international appeal. Mandalynn’s pedi-
gree is Hirashigetaysau x Shigeshigetani 
x Itoshigefuji TF 147 x Itoshigenami 
TF 148 x Michifuku x Fukutsuru 068 x 

Kanetani. 
We probably 
don’t have to 
say any-
thing else! 
Mandalynn 
exhibits the 

body capacity that one would expect from a Hirashigetayasu 001 daughter. Add 
this SCD AA gem to your genetic portfolio!

Lot 
39

DeSiGneR MAnDALYnn – et 
11/08/2015 FB21944     Female    Tattoo: 1525   Horned

         KEDAKA 7212 DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287 .......................................         DAI 13 HIRASHIGEHIRASHIGETAYASU J2351          TAYASUHUKUDAI 5 YURUHIME ...................................................         YURIKO 795455
         WORLD K’S HARUKI 2WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANI  .........................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANIBAY SHIGE MIKI 118          ITOSHIGEFUJIBAY FUJI MIKI 62 ...................................................         MISAMI

sCd: AA tenderness: 4
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 8/7/17 with eMBryo hirashigetayasu (FB670) X 
esF shigetani 42-250 (FB13513) due: 5/9/2018

tAKAMiCHi Doi
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sCd: AA tenderness: 4
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 9/1/17 to synergy shigeto 23 (FB21535) 
due: 6/10/2018

sCd: AA tenderness: 4
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 8/7/17 with eMBryo hirashigetayasu (FB670) X 
esF shigetani 42-250 (FB13513) due: 5/9/2018

SYneRGY MiCH KAnetAni 59e et 
09/09/2017 U32299/Pending     Female    Tattoo: SYN 59E   Horned

         YASUMI DOI MONJIRO 11550 ....................................................         HARUMI 1086409WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU          TANISHIGE 1526MICHIKO 655635 ...................................................         MICHIFUKU 494290
         HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351WESTHOLME HIRASHIGETAYASU Z278  ......         WESTHOLME OHYURIHIME X106DESIGNER MACY          WORLD K’S SHIGESHIGETANIBAY SHIGE MIKI 118 .............................................         BAY FUJI MIKI 62

scd: n/a tenderness: n/a - will be available sale day
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects By pedigree
• sells open

Kanetani 59E continues to build on the extremely deep and powerful lineage of the Kanetanis. She boasts a pedigree that 
is a Wagyu breeders dream. Look at the pedigree of her dam in Lot 40 and then stack Michifuku on top of that. You are 

placing arguably the best carcass bull, Michifuku, on top of a tremendous growth sire, Z278. This is laying an incredibly 
strong foundation for generations to come. This heifer will make some breeder happy for years to come with the genetic 
influence she will pass on to her progreny!

ESF Sanj 96 represents the JVP Kiku-
hana maternal line with great pride. 

She possesses a classic Tajima pedi-
gree: Sanjirou x Michifuku x Fukutsuru 
068. Sanj 96 displays lots of depth and 
thickness to back up her deep pedigree. 
She will be a favorite in any breeding 
program because of her phenotype and 
her pedigree. She represents what the 
Wagyu breed is all about. Her dam, ESF 
Michifuku P 614 016, was the Lot 1 fea-
ture of the Empire State Farm Dispersal. 
Sanj 96 will be a feature cow wherever 
she goes!Lot 

42

• Black
• Free oF all known deFects
• Bred 1/27/18 to Bar r shigeshigetani 30t (FB8177) 
due: 11/05/18

eSF SAnj – 96 
04/16/2013 FB18024     Female    Tattoo: 96   Horned

         MONJIRO 11550 WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU .....................................         MICHIKO 655635WORLD K’S SANJIROU          TANISHIGE 1526WORLD K’S SUZUTANI ........................................         SUZUNAMI 472255
         MONJIRO 11550WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU  ....................................         MICHIKO 655635ESF MICHIFUKU P 614 016          JVP FUKUTSURU-068BR MS FUKUTSURU 0614 ...................................         JVP KIKU SHIGE 5298E
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Kiku 64E may be the last lot in the catalog, 
but she will certainly not be last in anyone’s 

breeding program! She can’t be last with a 
pedigree of Hirashigetayasu 001 x Michifuku x 
Fukutsuru 068 x Kikuyasu 400. This heifer can 
be a feature in any flushing/breeding program 
and will provide a great return on investment 
for years to come. With Hirashigetayasu as her 
sire and Michifuku behind that you will have a 
failsafe foundation from which to breed. Don’t 
miss this one – last, but not least!

DAM oF
Lot 44

SYneRGY 001 KiKU 64e et 
07/18/2017 U32304/Pending     Female    Tattoo: SYN 64E   Horned

         KEDAKA 7212 DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287 .......................................         DAI 13 HIRASHIGEHIRASHIGETAYASU J2351          TAYASUHUKUDAI 5 YURUHIME ...................................................         YURIKO 795455
         MONJIRO 11550WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU  ....................................         MICHIKO 655635ESF MICHI T-614-050          JVP FUKUTSURU-068BR MS FUKUTSURU 0614 ...................................         JVP KIKU SHIGE 5298E

scd: n/a tenderness: n/a - will be available sale day
• Black
• Free oF all known deFects By pedigree
• sells open

Kiku 46E is a strong young heifer sired by 
Itomoritaka 002 who is a breed leader 

for growth, milk, and rib eye area. We felt 
this was a very complementary mating and 
are pleased with this resulting heifer calf. 
If she combines those traits in the way we 
hope, she will be a force to be reckoned 
with when she matures. She adds valuable 
outcross genetics to a stacked Tajima pedi-
gree. Because of the addition of Itomori-
taka she will provide plenty of breeding 
options in her future.

GRAnD DAM
oF Lot 43

scd: aa tenderness: 5
• Black
• chsc But Free oF all other known deFects
• sells open

SYn SYneRGY 002 KiKU 46e et 
07/06/2017 U32088     Female    Tattoo: SYN 46E   Horned

         ITOKITATSURU ITOHIRASHIGE .......................................................         HIRASHIGEKIYOSHIITOMORITAKA J2703          KEDAKAFUJIDAI 6 OEFUJII J565554-KURO KOH................         OOE
         WORLD K’S MICHIFUKUWORLD K’S SANJIROU  .......................................         WORLD K’S SUZUTANIESF SANJ – 96          WORLD K’S MICHIFUKUESF MICHIFUKU P 614 016 ................................         BR MS FUKUTSURU 0614

NOTES

tHAnK YoU 
FoR YoUR inteReSt 

in oUR GenetiC PRoGRAM
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NOTES

tHAnK YoU 
FoR YoUR inteReSt 

in oUR GenetiC PRoGRAM
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